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and economic than the more commonly applied tradi-
tional solutions. 

The application of bottom ash as embankment fill 
on top of basal reinforced piled embankments adds 
an economical and sustainable component to the con-
struction. Measurements show that mechanical prop-
erties (deformations) of the bottom ash seem ade-
quate even when applied as fill in a reinforced slope 
under a bridge abutment. 
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ABSTRACT  BeauDrain vacuum consolidation has been used for the accelerated consolidation of a 7.5m thick very soft soil layer consist-
ing of peat and clay underneath a new 10.5m high embankment near Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The requirement for the consolidation 
was a strict 20cm residual settlement over 30 years after construction. The tight construction schedule of the project led to filling rates of up 
to 0.75m of sand per week. During weekly meetings between the main contractor, the engineer of the client and the specialists of Cofra, the 
filling rate was evaluated using up to date monitoring data. This led to the safe construction of the maximum 18m thick preloading em-
bankment in a staggering 8 months between September 2011 and April 2012. Due to unforeseen soil replacement sections, within the area 
to be consolidated, and the very soft peat, which caused major problems for the contractor to construct the working platform, the design 
was altered during the installation phase. In the altered design the BeauDrain system was combined with BeauDrain-S and Prefabricated 
Vertical Drains to prevent air leakage and pumping of water from the soil replacement of the neighboring highway. The embankment was 
handed over to the client within 10 to 12 months after the start of the pumps with settlements of up to 4 meters. This article presents the de-
sign, the solutions chosen and monitoring data obtained during the consolidation phase of the project. 

 
RÉSUMÉ Le système Beaudrain a été utilisé pour accélérer la consolidation d’une tourbe et argile très molle de 7.5m d’épaisseur sous un 
talus de 10.5m de hauteur près d’Amsterdam, Pays Bas. Les conditions requises de tassement étaient de maximum 20cm sur une période de 
30 ans après la fin de la construction. Le temps de construction limite amena à placer des couches de 0.75m de sable par semaine. En fonc-
tion des résultats de mesures du talus, le planning de construction a été adapte durant les réunions entre l’entreprise de construction, le 
représentant du client et le spécialiste de Cofra. Ceci permit la construction contrôlée du talus sur une hauteur allant jusqu’à 18m pendant 
une période de 8 mois entre septembre 2011 et avril 2012. Du fait de problèmes de remplacement de sol dans la zone de consolidation et de 
la faible résistance de la tourbe qui causa des problèmes majeur pour construire la plate-forme de travail, le dimensionnement a été modifié 
pendant la phase d’installation. Dans la nouvelle version du dimensionnement, un système Beaudrain combine avec une système Beau-
drain-S et des drains verticaux pour empêcher les fuites d’air et le pompage d’eau dans les fondation du talus supportant l’autoroute adja-
cente. Le talus fut livre au client 10 a 12 mois après le début du pompage avec des tassements allant jusqu’à 4m. Cet article présente le di-
mensionnement, les solutions choisies et les résultats de mesures effectuées durant la phase de consolidation 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The new reclamation areas near Amsterdam, called 
IJburg, were, until recently, only connected to the 
surrounding main infrastructure through the so-called 
western access route. In order to accommodate for 
the increasing traffic due to the continuous expansion 

of the population, the project OOIJ, Dutch abbrevia-
tion for Eastern Access IJburg, was initiated. The 
project involved the development of an eastern ac-
cess to the Islands and included the construction of a 
150m single span bridge over the Amsterdam-Rhine 
channel and a connection to the highways A1 and 
A9. (See Figure 1 for the location of the project).  
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Figure 1. Location of the project in black oval (images modified 
from www.bing.com/maps , June 2014). 

 
The maximum 10.5m high southern embankment, 

see Figure 2, connecting the bridge with the highway 
is located on a very soft, water logged, peat area. 
With the tight construction schedule and a low 
strength of the peat, a vacuum consolidation method 
was required to improve the 50.000m2 of ground and 
safely construct and preload the embankments to re-
sidual settlements below 20cm over 30 years in eight 
months’ time. This article gives the design and moni-
toring results of the embankment.   

 

 
Figure 2. Embankment location and final surface levels of the em-
bankment. 

 

2 SITE INVESTIGATION DATA 

The local soil profile at the site consists of a top layer 
of Holocene peat with a thickness between 4 to 4.5m 
overlying an organic Holocene clay layer, increasing 
in thickness towards the western project boundary. 
Below the clay layer, a thin basal Holocene peat lay-
er is present on top of a thick Pleistocene sand layer. 
Within the thick sand body a highly over-
consolidated clay layer exists, deposited during the 
last interglacial period. Table 1 presents the soil pro-
file on both edges of the project. Figure 3 gives the 
spatial variation of the compressible Holocene layers.  
  
Table 1. Soil profile at the project site 

Soil layer Top of layer most 
western section 

[m NAP] 

Top of layer most 
eastern section 

[m NAP] 
Peat -1.52 -1.54 
Clay_1 -5.71 -6.05 
Peat -9.31 -7.80 
Pleistocene Sand -9.71 -8.46 
Eem clay_1 
Eem clay_2 
Eem clay_3 

-13.71 
-14.50 
-17.00 

-13.30 
-14.50 
-17.00 

Pleistocene Sand -21.50 -21.50 
 

 
Figure 3. Spatial variation of the soil profile together with the total 
thickness of the peat and clay_1 layer assuming a surface level of -
1.50m NAP. 
 
The parameters of the soil layers were determined 
from laboratory data. The average consolidation pa-
rameters used in the design are given in Table 2. The 
design values of the strength parameters are given in 
Table 3. 
 
   
 
 

Table 2. Design (average) values compressibility parameters 

Soil layer Unit 
weight 

[kN/m3] 

CR* 
[-] 

RR* 
[-] 

C 
[-] 

POP 
[kPa] 

Cv 
[m2/s] 

Peat 10.0 0.513 0.079 0.029 10 5.0e-8 
Clay_1 14.4 0.240 0.037 0.013 10 5.0e-8 
Pl. Sand 20.0 0.022 0.003 0.000 - 1.0e-4 
Eem clay_1 16.7 0.175 0.030 0.008 70 1.3e-6 
Eem clay_2 18.3 0.084 0.011 0.004 45 6.9e-6 
Eem clay_3 16.5 0.130 0.026 0.006 70 5.5e-6 

*  CR = Cc/1+e0, RR = Cr/1+e0 

Table 3. Design values strength parameters 

Soil layer Unit weight 
[kN/m3] 

C** 
[-] 

Phi** 
[degres] 

Peat 10.0 1.6 23.7 
Clay_1 14.4 3.0 22.9 
Pl. Sand 20.0 0 0.003 
Eem clay_1 16.7 5.1 25.5 
Eem clay_2 18.3 5.1 25.5 
Eem clay_3 16.5 5.1 25.5 

**  Partial factor friction angle 1.15, cohesion 1.6 
 
3 DESIGN 

The software used to perform the settlement analysis 
is called HED-SET. This is an advanced validated in-
house program with an Isotach type of settlement fol-
lowing the work of Yin et al. (1994) and the classical 
approach proposed by Terzaghi. The effect of the ap-
plication of Prefabricated Vertical Drains (PVD) is 
modelled using the radial consolidation approaches 
proposed by Barron and Carillo. The software is ca-
pable to model, amongst others, staged loading-
unloading construction, submerging, vacuum pres-
sure and creep for 1D soil profiles. The performance 
of the model is further discussed in Dykstra et al. 
(2008).  
 

The consolidation software was used in conjunc-
tion with stability software to calculate the potential 
measures to be taken to prevent undesired movement 
of the embankment  and the safety factor against fail-
ure. It was concluded from the design that especially 
the first lifts were highly critical in terms of the sta-
bility. The required surcharging schedule, to com-
plete the embankment and consolidation in twelve 
months, was only feasible with the use of vacuum 
consolidation as the vacuum pressure has a positive 
effect on the effective strength increase and speed of 
placement of the surcharge whilst not introducing an 
additional driving moment. Next to the vacuum pres-

sure, a supporting berm of 10m wide and a 400kNm 
geotextile were required to reach the 20cm residual 
settlement within the given timeframe.    
 

During the design, the drain spacing and lifting 
schedule were optimized over the length of the em-
bankment. In the lower embankment sections a wider 
grid of 1.25m with a slower surcharging schedule of 
0.40m per week was designed. For the higher em-
bankment sections a lifting rate of 0.66m per week 
with a 1.0m drain spacing was designed.   
 

The calculated sand thicknesses to be placed, in-
cluding settlement compensation, were determined at 
values, depending on the height of the embankment, 
between 6 and 17 meter. After the consolidation pe-
riod up to 3.5 meter of surcharge was required to be 
removed at the higher sections, against 0 meter at the 
lower sections. These high values of surcharge were 
required to reduce the creep of the peat till values be-
low 20 cm in 30 years.  
 
4 VACUUM SYSTEM 

The vacuum system applied is installed using a ma-
chine with a specially designed plough to pull a hori-
zontal collecting drain to a maximum depth of 2.5 m 
beneath the installation level (depending upon the 
thickness of the working platform and the groundwa-
ter level).  
 

 
Figure 5. Installation equipment vacuum system 
 

As part of the production process, this horizontal 
drain is automatically connected to the top of a verti-
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Figure 5. Installation equipment vacuum system 
 

As part of the production process, this horizontal 
drain is automatically connected to the top of a verti-
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cal drain which is installed in the same installation 
process. In this same process a strip of membrane is 
installed on top of the horizontal drain to improve the 
sealing between the atmosphere and the drainage bar-
rier. After the installation of a pre-determined num-
ber of drains, the blind section of the drain, led into 
the ground from the surface during the insertion of 
the plough, is connected to a vacuum pump. Figure 6 
shows a graphical representation of the work method. 
 

 
Figure 6. Work method vacuum system 
 
5 EXECUTION 

The very low strength of the peat caused major prob-
lems for the main contractor to deliver a 1 meter 
thick working platform. At some locations their 
heavy, fully loaded, equipment and method of 
placement led to major squeezing of the peat from 
underneath the platform, see Figure 7. Both the in-
stability and other observations made, led to installa-
tion concerns for the vacuum system as the horizon-
tal drain is required to be installed below the water 
table inside the soft compressible material. A maxi-
mum thickness of 2 meters is therefore allowed as 
working platform thickness. After consultation with 
the main contractor the quality of platform was im-
proved considerably. 
 

Additional site investigation using CPT testing 
and an electromagnetic survey, see Figure 8, con-
firmed the concern and showed that large sections of 
the working platform were thicker than allowable.  

For these areas a design change was required. This 
design change also incorporated the change in con-
struction time. Due to legal issues around the contract 
of the main contractor, the start of the execution of 
the work was delayed. The contract of the bridge was 
awarded with a fixed date for the closure of the very 

busy Amsterdam-Rhine channel and placement of the 
bridge. This meant that only eight months were 
available to consolidate the high eastern section of 
the embankment.    
 

 
Figure 7. Squeezing of the peat under the placement of the sand 
 

 
Figure 8. EM survey 
 

In the updated design the drain spacing and fill 
height was adjusted to fit the time schedule. Sections 
with a deviating thickness of the platform were re-
designed. Both a variation to the  vacuum system, 
with each single drain having a blind section crossing 
the permeable layer and a connection to a vacuum 
pump(called BeauDrain-S) and vertical drains, with a 
0.85m triangular grid spacing without vacuum pres-
sure, were used.  

 
The new layout of the methods, used in the design, 

is shown in Figure 9. In yellow the BeauDrain-S sec-
tions are visible and in red the dense 0.85m triangular 
spacing PVD grid section. In orange also PVD, but at 
this location, mapped using CPT testing, the exten-
sion of the soil replacement of the adjacent highway 
was detected.  

The vacuum system was redesigned such that no 
connection was created between the vacuum system 
and the sand body of the highway. Vertical drains 
were installed in this transition zone.  
 

 
Figure 9. Final design of used ground improvement methods  
 

The installation of the different systems took place 
with multiple machines between 28-06-2011 and 03-
08-2011. Figure 10 shows the installation of the ver-
tical drains and in the background the two vacuum 
drainage installation machines.  

 

 
Figure 10. Installation of the vertical drains 

 
During the summer holiday period, no sand was 

transported to the site over a period of four weeks. 
This led to a delay in the placement of the first lift on 
top of the working platform and a delay in the con-
solidation process. This lift was in place at 22-09-
2011 on the complete area after which a fast lifting 
schedule was used. During weekly meetings between 
the main contractor, the engineer of the client and the 
specialists of Cofra, the filling rate, which was typi-
cally between 0.5m and 0.75m a week, was evaluated 
and optimized using up to date monitoring data. The 

final lift was placed seven months later in April 
2012. The pumps were disconnected in June 2012. 
 
6 MONITORING EQUIPMENT 

During the consolidation and embankment construc-
tion different monitoring systems were in place. The 
settlement was recorded once a week using 56 set-
tlement plates. During each measurement both the 
height of the top of the plate as well as the height of 
the embankment was measured. The latter was done 
to have actual data on the surface level and fixed in-
formation about the progress of the filling. Pore pres-
sures were registered using nine Piezometers distrib-
uted over the surface. The lateral movement was 
registered using eight inclinometers. They were in-
stalled at critical locations, mainly next to the swamp 
area, located just north of the embankment.  
 
7 MONITORING RESULTS 

The settlement was measured during the surcharging 
period. Figure 11 presents the measured final settle-
ments with values up to 4.0m as well as the volume 
reductions with values between 40 and 60%. 
  

 

 
Figure 11. Measured settlements, top image, and compression 
rates bottom image 
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During the consolidation period, settlement fits 
were made using the HED-SET model. During a fit, 
the theoretical parameters are, within the natural 
boundaries, adjusted such that the theoretical line is 
located on top of the measured settlement in order to 
predict the future behavior and calculate the residual 
settlement. Two examples of the fits are given in 
Figure 12 and Figure 13.  

 

 
Figure 12. Settlement fit for the 14m thick sand body.  
 

 
Figure 13. Settlement fit for the bridge abutment, where a large 
excavation took place to drive the piles for the bridge. 
 

The large reduction in volume influenced the cor-
relation of the measured settlement data with the the-
oretically calculated settlements. In this case the pri-
mary consolidation parameters were required to be 
reduced to incorporate the effects of the large strain 
and natural deviation from the linear behavior at 
these strain values. Due to this required reduction, a 
sensitivity analysis was performed on the other pa-
rameters, like the c creep factor, to determine the 
upper boundary of the residual settlement after con-
struction. 

 
 The fits show that the factors used for the vertical 
drain areas coincide with the vacuum areas. This 
means the soil was modelled correctly and the vacu-
um pressure has worked well with the assumed pres-
sure drop. If this would have not corresponded, there 
would be a deviation in the factors. 
 

During the work the 23 pumps worked well with an 
average vacuum pressure over time and all the pumps 
of 78kPa. 
 
The inclinometers were used to monitor the sur-
charge schedule. It was clearly visible in the meas-
urements that the lifting schedule was highly optimal 
with sometimes deflections after a 0.75m lift of 4 to 
5cm and during lifts of 0.5m in the order of 1 to 2cm  
 
The pore pressure measurements were indicatively 
used, because it was noted that some piezometers 
were installed in the vicinity of a drain and reacting 
very rapidly on the filling schedule, while others 
were presumably affected by biological growth with 
strange deviations in the measured values. 
 
 
8 CONCLUSION 

The southern embankment of the eastern access route 
to IJburg was successfully constructed within the 
given boundary conditions with the help of a vacuum 
system. A redesign using various consolidation sys-
tems was required during the installation of the sys-
tem. This was caused by a large variation in the 
thickness of the working platform. During the con-
solidation period an average volume reduction be-
tween 40 and 60% was achieved with absolute set-
tlements up to 4 meters. Due to the close cooperation 
between all parties it was possible to use a fast lifting 
schedule of 0.5 to 0.75m of sand a week on the very 
soft subsoil.   
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ABSTRACT As train speeds are increased, ballasted railway tracks that have previously performed acceptably may experience large 
movements as a result of what are commonly termed critical velocity effects. These occur when the train speed approaches the speed of 
surface (Rayleigh) waves in the underlying ground, and can lead to increased rates of track geometry degradation, poor ride quality and in-
creased maintenance costs. Critical velocity effects are also a potential concern for new high-speed lines. An improved understanding of the 
causes of the ground and track movements, through field instrumentation and modelling, will help to identify potentially problematic loca-
tions and to develop more cost-effective remediation methods. This paper presents the results of a study of the ability of a semi-analytical 
model (TGV) to calculate realistic ground movements at train speeds approaching the critical velocity. Several ground geometries and load-
ing cases are considered, and a site on the classic railway network is used as a case study for validation purposes. The track at the study site 
experienced large displacements following an increase in line speed from 160 km/h to 200 km/h. Geotechnical investigations showed that 
the site is underlain by a horizon of peat of low stiffness. By refining the parameters used in the model, assuming that the peat horizon was 
the primary cause of the large track movements at high speed, it was possible to obtain reasonably close agreement between site measure-
ments and the model in both quasi-static and dynamic analyses. 

RÉSUMÉ  Lorsque la vitesse des trains est augmentée, des voies ferrées ballastées n’ayant pas posé de problèmes lors de leur utilisation 
habituelle se deplaceront de facon importante. C’est le résultat de ce que l’on appelle les effets de la vitesse critique. Ils surviennent quand 
la vitesse du train approche celle des ondes de surface (Rayleigh) du sol sous le ballast. Ces effets engendrent une dégradation accélérée de 
la voie, un inconfort pour le passager et des coûts de maintenance élevés. Une compréhension approfondie des causes des mouvements du 
sol et de la voie soumis aux effets de la vitesse critique, par l’intermédiaire de modélisation et d’instrumentation, permettra de repérer plus 
facilement les zones à risques et d’améliorer sensiblement le rapport coût-efficacité des méthodes de maintenances actuelles. Cet article 
présente les résultats d’une étude sur les capacités d’un modèle semi-analytique à prédire les mouvements de terrains lorsqu’un train 
s’approche de la vitesse critique du sol. Différents chargements et natures des sols ont été considérés  et un site du réseau  ferré a été utilisé 
pour évaluer les résultats du modèle. Sur le site, l’amplitude des déplacements de la voie pour des trains roulants à 200 km/h furent nette-
ments plus importants que pour des trains à 160 km/h. Une étude géotechnique a montré que le site était situé sur une tourbière peu rigide. 
Les paramètres utilisés dans le programme furent modifiés, en supposant que la faible rigidité de la tourbière était la cause principale des 
déplacements importants mesurés à haute vitesse. Des résultats relativement proches avec les mesures sur le site furent obtenus, en analyse 
quasi-statique comme en analyse dynamique. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In many countries high-speed rail is playing a grow-
ing role in improving the capacity, availability and 
carbon footprint of national infrastructure. There is 
pressure to increase speeds on existing lines as well 
as constructing new routes. Higher speeds require 
straighter railway lines, which often mean crossing 

areas of soft ground that have traditionally been 
avoided. The soils involved are typically peats, or-
ganic clays and soft marine clays with shear wave ve-
locities as low as 30 ms-1. Trains running at speeds of 
up to 300 km/h (83 ms-1) are therefore increasingly 
likely to approach or exceed the speed of the ground-
borne surface waves, known as Rayleigh waves. 
When the train speed approaches the Rayleigh wave 


